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Abstract
During the sovereign debt crisis, the national credit of some developed economic entities has been degraded
repeatedly. It is adjusting the currency composition of China’s foreign exchange reserve that becomes an
important risk management tool. In this paper, we first make an analysis on possible currency composition of
China’s foreign exchange reserve combining data from the Treasury International Capital System of United
States with IMF Currency Composition of Official Foreign Exchange Reserve, and then discuss the currency
composition of minimum variance risk within the framework of Mean-Variance Analysis. Afterwards, a dynamic
adjusting route from the real composition to the optimal structure is built up through the dynamic optimization
approach. It is found that converting dollar assets to yen assets according to the optimal schedule will lower the
risk of foreign exchange reserve effectively.
Keywords: foreign exchange reserve, currency composition, mean-variance analysis, dynamic optimization
1. Introduction
It is a consensus that the share of dollar assets in China’s foreign exchange reserve is excessively high. Since
2002, the weak U.S. dollar against a basket of currencies has become increasingly obvious. Along with the
continued accumulation, the loss of China’s foreign exchange reserve caused by the devaluation of U.S. dollar
and fluctuations in asset price attracts a lot of attention.
On February 5th, 2010, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) makes some improvements about
the accounting principle of foreign exchange reserve: in Balance of Payments, the term of foreign exchange
reserve will only record trading data; in the meanwhile, the value change of reserve assets irrelevant to
transactions will reflect in International Investment Position. This change does not only get closer to the
international practice, but also helps us recognize the loss of foreign exchange reserve.
Table 1. The value change of foreign exchange reserve and its sources
2010
The change of foreign exchange reserve relative to the previous installment in

March,

June,

September,

2011

2011

2011
-958

2800

1433

511

The shortfall of foreign exchange reserve in Balance of Payments

-4717

-1412

-1425

-917

The change of reserve assets value related to non-trading factors

-1917

21

-914

-1875

International Investment Position

Notes: The shortfall of foreign exchange reserve in Balance of Payments = credit side – debit side，the negative value of shortfall shows that
the foreign exchange reserve increases; Unit: a hundred million dollars.

According to the new accounting principle, the change of net reserve assets positions in International Investment
Position consists of two separate parts: the first one is due to transactions; the other is caused by foreign
exchange rate, asset prices and other non-trading factors. Clearly, except for the first quarter of 2011, China’s
foreign exchange reserve has been depreciating in most time, and the extent of devaluation in 2011 is more
serious than that in 2010.
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On May 6th, 2011, although one of the principals of SAFE presents the view in an interview that the appreciation
of the renminbi will not cause the loss of foreign exchange reserve directly and reserve assets book surplus is far
more than book loss, the loss caused by exchange rate change, fluctuations in asset price and other non-trading
factors does exist.
In the post-crisis era, the voice about International Monetary System reform is getting bigger and stronger. The
current International Monetary System is actually in the post-dollar and weak hegemony era. Although the
security problem would not be solved thoroughly through the structure optimization about currency composition,
it is still an effective approach to eliminate the risk of foreign exchange reserve.
In fact, there are three types of methods for managing currency composition. (Note 1) The most popular one is
the Mean-Variance Analysis. The study of Ben-Bassat (1980) was the pioneer research to consider the currency
composition of foreign reserves in mean-variance framework. Dellas and Yoo (1991) made the Mean-Variance
Analysis important in the area of analyzing the currency composition of foreign reserves by proposing the
difference between using the import share and the import currency share as weights of calculating the reference
currency. The paper of Papaioannon et al. (2006) was one of the most comprehensive analyses on the optimal
currency composition within this framework. Some literatures including Sheng and Zhao (2007), Liu (2008) and
Zhang et al. (2010) did research on the currency composition of China’s foreign exchange reserves, and others
including Kong (2010) and Wang (2011) put forward their suggestions about the adjustment of currency
composition. However, none of them pay enough attentions to the speed and proportion of adjustment.
In this paper, we will not stop in the stage of ascertaining the direction of adjustment. After the comparative
analysis between possible practical currency composition of China’s foreign exchange reserve based on available
public statistic information, and the ideal minimum risk structure within Mean-Variance framework, an optimal
adjusting route is set up through the dynamic optimization approach.
2. A Currency Composition Analysis Based on TIC and COFER Data
In China, all information about currency composition, investment classes and term structure of foreign exchange
reserve is unpublished. For this reason, we are only allowed to make a sketch about possible currency
composition of China’s foreign exchange reserve. Here, we make a discussion combining data from U.S.
Treasury International Capital System (TIC) with IMF Currency Composition of Official Foreign Exchange
Reserve (COFER).
According to the Report on Foreign Holdings of U.S. Securities 2012, up to June 30th, 2012, the total holdings
attributed to mainland China amount to 1.73 trillion dollar. The share of dollar assets in total reserve is about
55%. However, it is unable to represent the actual dollar proportion in China’s foreign exchange reserve for the
next three following reasons: the first one is that TIC annual survey data are likely to underestimate China’s
investment in America (Setser and Pandey, 2009); the second one is that data from TIC referring to China’s
security investment in America include not only foreign exchange reserve but also the investment from other
domestic institutions; the third one is that data from TIC comprise some investments that should not be included
in foreign exchange reserve. (Note 2) The first factor is inclined to underestimate the actual proportion of dollar
assets, while the last two are apt to overestimate it. In addition, it is more difficult to explore the shares of euro
and yen assets.
Beyond this, as the biggest developing country in the world, the proportion of China’s foreign exchange reserve
in total holdings belonging to developing countries is relatively high. For this reason, data about the currency
composition of emerging and developing countries foreign exchange reserve in COFER are also helpful for
recognizing China’s reserve composition.
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Figure 1. The currency composition of emerging and developing countries
According to COFER, the total proportion of four most major international currencies—dollar, euro, sterling
pound and Japanese yen—in the currency composition of emerging and developing countries foreign exchange
reserve exceeds 95%. Since 2000, the share of dollar assets has been declining, varying from 75% in 1998 to less
than 60% in 2010. In the meanwhile, since the day of its launch, the share of euro has been rising. After four
years increasing, it has stabilized in the level of 30%. Besides, neither sterling pound nor Japanese yen exceed
10%. From 2002 to 2006, the share of sterling pound continues to increase and has stabilized between 6% and
7%. From 1995 to 2002, the share of Japanese yen drops significantly. Although there is a slight increase after
the Subprime Crisis, it does not exceed 5% yet. It is worth noting that the share of other currencies has been
rising since 2008.
Combining TIC report with COFER data, we believe it is credible that China’s foreign exchange reserve consists
of 60%~65% dollar, 25%~30% euro, 5%~7% sterling pound, and 3%~5% Japanese yen.
3. The Minimum Variance Risk Currency Composition of China’s Foreign Exchange Reserve
After analyzing the actual structure of China’s foreign exchange reserve, we focus on exploring the minimum
variance risk currency composition within the framework of Mean-Variance Analysis.
The Mean-Variance Analysis on currency composition of foreign exchange reserve concerns about two aspects
of risk and returns. It is believed that the utility of reserve assets depends on the value of its constituent financial
assets denominated in some commodity basket and its variation. Because high returns are always accompanied
by high risk, rational holders are not supposed to put all their fortunes in the only one currency assets of the
highest returns. Similarly to Markowitz’s portfolio theory, in Mean-Variance Analysis, the monetary authority is
viewed as an investor, and the currency composition is regarded as asset portfolio. The aim of Mean-Variance
Analysis is to pursue minimum variance risk. The main distinction lies in that the minimum risk point in efficient
frontier is considered as the optimal portfolio due to the difficulty of determining the risk preference of monetary
authority.
3.1 Mean-variance Analysis on the Currency Composition of China’s Foreign Exchange Reserve
Let the expected returns vector of four major international currencies be µ = (µusd, µeuro, µpound, µyen)′, the variance
of expected returns be σ2 = (σ2usd, σ2euro, σ2pound, σ2yen)′, and the weight vector of four currencies be X = (Xusd, Xeuro,
Xpound, Xyen)′. Different from ordinary securities investors, safety and liquidity of reserve assets are the priority
concerns. It is impossible for the monetary authority to hold short position. Thus, the weights of foreign
exchange reserve currency composition need to meet the constraints:
N

X

i

 1, X i  0, i  usd , euro, pound , yen

(1)

i

In order to guarantee the security of reserve assets, it is necessary to pursue the minimum variance risk given the
realized returns of foreign exchange reserve. The optimization model is as follows:
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1
1
min  2p  X VX
2
2
s.t.

(2)


 X    p  0

 X 1   X i  1
i

 X i  0, i  usd , euro, pound , yen

where µp and σ2p stand for portfolio returns and variance, respectively, V represents the variance-covariance
matrix of asset returns, and 1 denotes a four dimensional column vector.
Papaioannon et al. (2006) point that the fundamental problem embedded in Mean-Variance Analysis lies in two
aspects: firstly, it is difficult to estimate the returns of foreign exchange reserve accurately; secondly, it is hard to
forecast the variance-covariance matrix. For the first problem, we consult the research of Zhang et al. (2010)
about the nominal and real returns of China’s foreign exchange reserve. Considering more general time-varying
correlations, we employ DCC-GARCH model in forecasting the variance-covariance matrix.
3.2 Empirical Results
Within the framework of Mean-Variance Analysis, we consider to spread risk among four major international
currencies, namely U.S. Dollar, Euro, Sterling Pound and Japanese Yen. For the convenience of comparative
analysis, the total sample is divided into three sections according to the Subprime Crisis and 2nd round
Quantitative Easing policy (QE2).
Table 2. The optimal currency composition of minimum variance risk
During the Subprime Crisis

U.S. Dollar

Euro

Sterling Pound

Japanese Yen

3rd Quarter, 2007

29.04%

25.15%

34.59%

11.23%

0.00001439

4th Quarter, 2007

11.13%

29.42%

54.65%

4.81%

0.00002416

1st Quarter, 2008

6.78%

12.22%

72.88%

8.12%

0.00024399

nd

Minimum variance risk

2 Quarter, 2008

16.42%

63.04%

15.20%

5.35%

0.01117763

3rd Quarter, 2008

33.03%

59.50%

0.11%

7.35%

0.01808102

After the Subprime Crisis

U.S. Dollar

Euro

Sterling Pound

Japanese Yen

Minimum variance risk

4th Quarter, 2008

41.88%

43.29%

10.46%

4.38%

0.12484435

1st Quarter, 2009

49.62%

34.17%

6.34%

9.87%

0.17316376

2nd Quarter, 2009

53.46%

35.17%

0.14%

11.23%

0.23217912

3rd Quarter, 2009

52.33%

29.18%

4.18%

14.31%

0.23753490

4th Quarter, 2009

52.83%

31.27%

7.23%

8.67%

0.30469038
0.35265724

st

1 Quarter, 2010

53.34%

27.35%

6.29%

13.02%

2nd Quarter, 2010

53.52%

32.03%

4.88%

9.57%

0.38165594

3rd Quarter, 2010

55.25%

26.58%

4.88%

13.30%

0.36405214
Minimum variance risk

During QE2

U.S. Dollar

Euro

Sterling Pound

Japanese Yen

4th Quarter, 2010

55.04%

33.67%

2.93%

8.37%

0.35371175

1st Quarter, 2011

55.26%

32.17%

2.24%

10.33%

0.34386967

At least two key findings can be seen from empirical results: first, during the Subprime Crisis, in order to realize
the minimum variance risk, the optimal shares of dollar, euro, pound assets varied significantly, while the share
of Japanese yen assets stabilized between 5% and 10%; second, after the Subprime Crisis, the share of dollar
assets is stable between 50% and 55%, the share of euro is about 30%, the share of pound fluctuates between 2%
and 8%, and the share of Japanese yen increases to between 7% and 15%.
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Figure 2. Thee currency com
mposition of Chhina’s foreign exchange reseerve and minim
mum risk
It is easilyy found that thhe change trendd of dollar shaare is similar tto the variationn of minimum
m variance risk. The
correlationn coefficient iss about 0.89166. Obviously, tthe weakeningg of U.S. dollarr as well as exxcessive propo
ortion
of dollar aassets has become the importtant risk sourcee implied in Chhina’s huge forreign exchangge reserve.
3.3 Discusssions
After the comparative analysis betw
ween the optim
mal and practiical currency composition oof China’s foreign
exchange rreserve, there are
a at least twoo aspect workss to do for riskk control.
The first oone is to lowerr the proportioon of dollar assets in China’s foreign exchhange reserve. There is not much
m
debate about Americann gloom econnomic outlookk after the Suubprime Crisiis. Expansion fiscal policy and
quantitativve easing monnetary policy aare taken to sstimulate econnomic recoveryy. Both of theem result in global
dollar floooding. Althouggh hedge funds promote dolllar to go stronng in some staage, weakeningg dollar still brings
down its rreal purchasinng power and makes dollarr assets less aattractive. Sincce there is no dispute abou
ut the
excessivenness of dollar proportion in China’s foreiggn exchange rreserve, it is im
mperative to reduce dollar assets
a
share. Cerrtainly, China’ss any activity about decreasing dollar asseets should takee global financce stability and the
maintenannce and increm
ment of foreignn exchange resserve value innto account. Reeducing dollarr assets rashly may
incur globbal finance maarket turmoil aas well as morre loss of foreiign exchange reserve. Althoough Buffett praise
p
China’s fooreign exchangge reserve mannagement policcy, neither blinnd reduction nnor continuing bulk-buying dollar
d
assets is a wise choice.. For China, iit is more reassonable to foccus on increm
ment adjustmennt as well as stock
conversionn about maturee assets. On the one hand, the authority shoould dilute dolllar assets sharre through redu
ucing
purchase; on the other haand, they are eencouraged to convert maturiity dollar assetts to non-dollaar assets.
The seconnd work is to expand the ppurchase of Jaapanese yen asssets. As Chinna’s importantt trade partnerr, the
Japanese yen assets have
h
not beeen given enoough attentionn. This may result from yen’s incom
mplete
internationnalization as well
w as flagginng Japanese ecconomy. Durinng the sovereiign debt crisiss, converting dollar
d
assets to euro is definnitely an unw
wise move. Cllearly, it provvides an oppoortunity for JJapanese yen. The
performannce that Chinaa Investment Corporation ppurchases houuse property inn Tokyo befoore the East Japan
J
Earthquakke maybe has revealed
r
some new orientatioon of China’s iinternational reeserve manageement. Besidess, the
post-disastter reconstructtion theme is llikely to push uup Japanese yyen. Thus, cuttiing down dollar assets as we
ell as
augmentinng yen assets maybe
m
lower thhe risk of Chinna’s foreign excchange reservee.
4. The Dyynamic Optim
mal Route of D
Dollar Assets R
Reduction
Although decreasing doollar assets ass well as incrreasing yen asssets is helpfu
ful for lowerinng China’s foreign
exchange rreserve risk, what
w
really neeeds to be discuussed, however, is the dynam
mic optimal rooute of dollar assets
a
reduction.
4.1 Fundamental Assumpptions
S. dollar, Euroo, Sterling pouund and Japaneese yen assets. The
a. China’ss foreign exchaange reserve cconsists of U.S
euro assetts proportion is
i about 28%, and the pounnd assets sharee amounts to 55%. Let the proportion of dollar
d
assets equaal to x, and theen the share off yen assets equuals to 1 – 28%
% – 5% – x, w
where x is the fuunction of time
e t.
b. China’ss foreign exchaange reserve inncreases follow
wing the patteern Wt=W0·(β0+
+β1·t+β2·t2), w
where W0 represents
the initial scale.
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In order to explain its rationality, we make some empirical analyses about China’s foreign exchange reserve
growth through log-linear model, linear model and binomial model. The fitting results are as follows.
50,000.00
40,000.00
30,000.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
0.00
-10,000.00
Actual

Linear Model Fitted

Log-linear Model Fitted

Binomial Model Fitted

Figure 3. Foreign exchange reserve actual and fitted value
Comparative analysis illustrates that the binomial model describes China’s foreign exchange reserve growth well.
Thus, the setting about reserve growth is reasonable and acceptable.
c. The long-term average returns of dollar and yen assets equal to American and Japanese inflation rates,
respectively.
Foreign exchange reserve is stored in abroad and denominated in foreign currency. Considering security,
liquidity and market capacity, China’s foreign exchange reserve is usually invested in high credit rating
long-term treasury bonds. Thus, the returns of foreign exchange reserve are mainly related to treasury bond
yields. Meanwhile, the direct loss of holding foreign exchange reserve involves domestic and foreign-related
factors that affect reserve currency value: one is the domestic inflation of reserve currency country, and the other
is the foreign exchange rate variation of reserve currency. It is generally accepted that the treasury bonds of
advanced countries have inflation-protected function. It is not exaggerated to assume the real returns of
long-term treasury bonds equal to the inflation rates so long as there are not severe inflations in the U.S. and
Japan.
d. Reserve assets value is measured by the real purchasing power of a basket of currencies. The purchasing
power change of U.S. dollar against a basket of currencies is Δp, where Δp < 0 denotes the devaluation of dollar.
e. In order to lower the risk, the SAFE makes an adjustment about the currency composition of China’s foreign
exchange reserve, which is to reduce dollar assets, x′ < 0, as well as to increase yen assets
4.2 Basic Problem
The aim of reserve assets currency composition adjustment is to convert dollar assets to yen assets. Thus, in the
process of adjustment, the maximization about total foreign exchange reserve value is equivalent to the local
optimization about dollar and yen assets.
Due to the assumption that investment returns of reserve assets equal to inflation rates, the value of reserve assets
in time t denominated in the real purchasing power of a basket of currencies consists of two parts: the initial
value and the value of newly-increased parts.
In time t, the initial dollar and yen assets value FR1 follows

FR1  W0   x  x   1  p   W0  1  28%  5%  x  x 

(3)

where Δp < 0 denotes the loss of U.S. dollar against a basket of currencies.
The increment reserve FR2 equals to the derivative of Wt to t

FR2 

Wt
 W0   1  2   2  t 
t
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Suppose there is such following linear relationship

  x  c1  p  c2   1  2   2  t   c3  x

(5)

where α > 0, c1 > 0, c2 > 0, c3 > 0 and Δp < 0.
In fact, the adjusting speed x′ is related to the devaluation degree of dollar Δp, (Note 3) the proportion of
newly-increased reserve (β1+2·β2·t) and current dollar share x. When the dollar keeps stable, foreign exchange
reserve grows rapidly, and the current dollar share is relatively high, the SAFE chooses to cut down dollar assets
faster. (Note 4)
The reserve assets needed to be optimized follows that

FR  t , x, x   FR1  FR2

 W0   x  x    1  p   W0  1  28%  5%  x  x    W0   1  2   2  t 

(6)

 W0   x  x     0  1  x   2  t  3  x   W0   0.67  x  x   W0   1  2   2  t 
where λ0 = 1 – c2·β1/c1, λ1 = – α/c1, λ2 = – 2·c2·β2/c1, and λ3 = – c3/c1.
The fundamental issue of foreign exchange reserve currency composition optimization is reconstructed as
finding x to achieve reserve assets value maximization in time span [0, T]. (Note 5)
In order to deal with the time value of money, the forward reserve assets value is converted to the present value
through a positive discount rate ρ.
In the process of actual reserve management, the usual practice of SAFE is to set the desired dollar assets share
target. Thus, the foreign exchange reserve currency management can be expressed as

max
s.t.

  x    FR  t , x, x   e   t dt
T

0

x  0   x0 ,

x T   xT

(7)

where x0 and xT are exogenous, and x0 > xT > 0.
4.3 The Solution
Based on the above mentioned objective function, F=FR(t, x, x′)·e-ρ·t produces the first-order derivatives

Fx  W0   0  1   1  3   x  2  t  2  3  x   e  t
Fx  W0   0  1  2  1  x  2  t   1  3   x   e  t

(8)

and the second-order derivatives

Fxx  2  1  W0  e   t
Fxx   1  3   W0  e  t

(9)

Ftx  W0   0      2   2  1    x  2    t   1  3     x   e  t
According to the Euler equation, the first-order necessary condition follows that

W0  c  2  1  x  2  1    x   2   +2   t   1   +2  3   x   e   t =0

(10)

where c = λ0 – λ2 + (λ0 – 1)·ρ. Accordingly, the explicit solution of x can be found through Eq. (10). (Note 6)
Besides, it is easy to construct
D 

Fxx
Fxx

Fxx
Fxx

and its two principal minors
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,   0, c1  0

(12)

Fxx
2
 W02   1  3   e 2 t
Fxx

Apparentlyy, the second-oorder Legendree condition of maximizationn is also satisfieed.
To sum upp, the solution of x is the dynnamic optimal dollar assets sshare that maxximizes foreignn exchange reserve
value in [00, T].
4.4 Numerrical Simulatioon
In order too find out the specific steps oof reserve curreency composittion adjustmennt, it is necessaary to determin
ne the
structure pparameters in growth
g
pattern prior to analyysis.
Thus, we ffirst utilize quuarterly foreignn exchange resserve data from
m 4th Quarter, 1999 to 4th Quuarter, 2011 fo
or the
parameter estimation. After the empiriical analysis, w
we make such following setttings: W0 = 320000, β0 = 0.055
5470,
β1 = -0.0033966, and β2 = 0.000498.
In fact, Eqq. (5) illustratees different atttitudes of the S
SAFE to the ddevaluation deggree of dollar, reserve increa
asing
speed and current dollarr assets proporrtion. Given ddifferent considderations abouut political purrpose, policy target
t
and governnment behavioor, the SAFE would give thhose three facttors different weights. In thhis paper, we make
m
such follow
wing settings: α = 1, c1 = 1/33, c2 = 50, and c3 = 0.02. In tthe meanwhile, the discount rate ρ = 3% is used.
(Note 7)
are in
The comprrehensive anallysis combininng TIC report with COFER data shows thhat the U.S. doollar assets sha
China’s fooreign exchangge reserve mayybe reach up tto 65% by thee end of June, 2011. For thiss reason, the initial
dollar asseets weight has been set to x(0) = 65%. Thee policy goal oof currency composition adjuustment is to lower
down dollaar assets sharee to 55% till thee end of 2012,, namely x(6) = 55%.

66.00%
64.00%
62.00%
60.00%
58.00%
56.00%
54.00%
52.00%
50.00%
Sep-11

Dollar assets share

Sep-11
64.31%

Dec-11
Dec-11
63.13%

Mar-12
Mar-12
61.29%

Jun-122

Sep-12
Jun-12
58.87%

Dec-12
Sep-12
556.33%

Deec-12
555.00%

Figgure 4. The opttimal share of ddollar assets
Figure 4 illlustrates the dynamic
d
optim
mal share of doollar assets in C
China’s foreignn exchange resserve, and Figure 5
presents thhe optimal route for cutting down dollaar assets. Accoording to 3.2 trillion dollarr foreign exch
hange
reserve scaale, in order too achieve struccture optimizattion, the SAFE
E should accom
mplish the net decreasing go
oal of
at least 3220 billion dolllar from Septeember, 2011 too December, 22012. The minnimum decreasing scale is about
a
22.08 billiion dollar, andd the maximum
m decreasing sscale reaches tto 81.28 billionn dollar. The aaverage decrea
asing
scale is about 53.33 billiion dollar.
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3.00%
2.50%

2.42%

2.00%

2.54%

1.84%

1.50%
1.00%
0.50%

1.33%

1.18%
0.69%

0.00%
Sep-11

Dec-11

Mar-12

Jun-12

Sep-12

Dec-12

Figure 5. The proportion of decreasing dollar assets
During the adjusting process, the share of dollar assets does not decline linearly. The optimal reducing proportion
displays the sickle-shaped feature.
5. Conclusion
Excessive dollar assets make the risk exposure of China’s foreign exchange reserve bigger and bigger. The
Report on Foreign Holdings of U.S. Securities shows that by June, 2007, all kinds of U.S. securities held by
mainland China amounted to 922 billion dollar, including Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae debts 206 billion dollar
and other asset-backed securities bonds 11 billion dollar. The proportion of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae debts
in total foreign exchange reserve reaches to 15.46%. Once Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae being delisted, more
than seventh of China’s foreign exchange reserve is about to be worth nothing. Adjusting the currency
composition is probably a more realistic and feasible way to manage foreign exchange reserve risk.
In post-crisis era, the instability of international monetary system strengthens significantly: the dollar still
dominates, the euro faces challenges, and the pluralism is full of attractions. It is not beneficial for spreading risk
to continue overweighting dollar assets. There are lots of problems in euro zone, thus it is unwise to increase
euro assets under the circumstance of sovereign debts crisis. Although some scholars suggest that Asian
countries should hold each other’s currencies as their foreign exchange reserve (Fan et al., 2010), considering the
depth of market and the degree of currency internationalization, it is difficult to lessen the risk of China’s foreign
exchange reserve following this way.
Within the framework of Mean-Variance Analysis, converting dollar assets to Japanese yen assets is a more
realistic and effective way to maintain and increase foreign exchange reserve value. The statistics of international
balance of payment jointly released by Japanese Ministry of Finance and Bank of Japan on June 4th, 2012, show
that by the end of 2011, the Japanese treasury bonds held by China amount to 18 trillion yen (about 232.8 billion
dollar) increasing about 71% over last year. The proportion of yen assets in China’s foreign exchange reserve
reaches up to the highest 7.27% in history. All of these show that China is accelerating the conversion of dollar
assets against yen assets. The dynamic optimization analysis about decreasing dollar assets bridges the minimum
variance risk structure and the practical currency composition of China’s foreign exchange reserve, providing the
authority a more realistic and effective adjusting route.
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Notes
Note 1. Xu and Zhang (2010) made a detailed literature review on foreign exchange reserve currency
composition management.
Note 2. For example, since 2007, domestic commercial banks are allowed to submit part of reserves against
deposit in the form of foreign exchange. It should not be counted as national foreign exchange reserve, while it is
included in TIC report.
Note 3. The adjusting speed equals to the derivative of dollar assets share x to time t, x′ = əxt / ət.
Note 4. In fact, we consider a reverse operation strategy. When the dollar keeps stable, it is easier to accomplish
the transaction of cutting down dollar assets. In the meanwhile, to reduce the dollar assets selling will be helpful
for stabilizing reserve assets value if coming across dollar turmoil.
Note 5. This is actually a problem of calculating the integral functional optimal value.
Note 6. Due to the existence of too many exogenous parameters, the explicit solution of x is rather complicated.
Thus, we do not pay much attention to it, but really focus on the following numerical simulation.
Note 7. In addition, we have tried different parameter settings. It is found that there are not big influences of c1
and c2 on the simulation results. Although the influence of c3 on results is more significant, it does not change the
fundamental trend of simulation results. It is clear that current dollar assets proportion should be given more
attention in the process of foreign exchange reserve management.
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